The Impact of the Implementation of Lunge Exercise with Heel Striking on Fencing
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Abstract—This paper is a scientific study of a review paper about fencing. The development of fencing sports, the more modern style game of fencing with a pattern of game, are fast and explosive. To support fast and effective movements, appropriate techniques and body movements are needed that can support fencing movements. The heel contact when carrying out an attack is a traditional technique, and the technique is not effective in modern fencing so far. Recently, Modern fencing uses footballs that support the player to move quickly. In addition to the effectiveness and speed of movement, this first ball footwear minimizes pressure on the foot because the movement bounces and is not charged to just one place, but it is distributed among ankle knee and hip joints. Meanwhile, the high use of heel contact can cause an excessive injury resulted in bone fatigue. This happens because the pressure received is charged at one point, the heel itself. Therefore, it has an impact on the knees and hips. This paper presents scientific knowledge about the impact of heel attack training on the occurrence of injuries in fencing. Coaches and athletes should be able to be selective in training and carrying out techniques in the correct manner to minimize the occurrence of injuries as well as to support fast and effective movements when playing fencing.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Fencing is a sport that was taken and competed at the first Olympics in Athens in 1896 [1], where this fencing is a battle sport with ancient traditions of war or duel [2]. With the development of the era, the sport of fencing continues to grow both regarding fencing recreation itself as well as the development of fencing patterns. Modern fencing is now a fast-paced and explosive game in motion [2].

This sport involves three skills: weapons work, footwork, and tactics. A fencing athlete needs a constant range of movements in forward, backward, and attacking during competitive matches [1]. The movement of the foot in the first contact fencing that touches the floor is part of the heel [2], explained in Turner & Harmenberg [2]:

To go forward, lifting the tip of the foot stepping foot you and forward (about one foot), no more than 15 cm [3], landed on the heel and place flat, then lift foot behind and move to distance the same to the forward, backward just the opposite and foot forward push with the heel.

From a young age, fencers drilled forward, backward movements in fencing using shoe heels [2]. Described in Sinclair and Bottoms to advance, lift your leading toe and step forward. [4].

About one foot in length [5], no more than 15 cm deep, land on the heel and place the foot flat, then lift the back leg and move it the same distance forward, backward is just the opposite and the foot is pushed with the heel.

While the heel contact technique first is a traditional technique. Modern fencing is now a fast-paced and explosive game in motion [2]. To play fast and explosively requires good motion techniques, so that the resulting motion is more efficient, then the heel contact with the floor is less efficient first, because the load when the heel touches the floor is heavier so it is difficult to move the body faster and explosive.

In the literature which says the main principles that are fundamental to footballs are not allowed on fencing movements. However, in martial arts sports such as boxing and taekwondo, where the imposition of footballs contributes greatly in every movement [2]. Continuous bouncing fencing movements must be supported by elastic energy in the Achilles tendon to be ready to move forward, backward, faster with energy using footballs. Footballs are used in three different differences: (1) in just case “position, i.e. bouncing instead of stationary TCAs, (2) shorter movements by bouncing instead of TCAs replacing or cancelling user TCAs and (3) in longer movements use push-offs with footballs (with or without a bouncing start), making progress and retreat (and lunges) longer and faster.

In fencing every movement is done repeatedly, both punctures, steps, and attacks. Most injuries arising from fencing are often performed [6], especially the lower extremity which has a high chance of injury. With the increased mobility in playing fencing the use of heels when landing in fencing puts more strain on the lower body, this triggers injuries to athlete.

The burden received by the body from the movement of both forward, backward and attacking is very large, so it can cause injury to that part. Previous research said that in sports fencing the dominant occurrence of injury is part of lower extremity. Injury data report the hamstrings as a muscle group
that should be strengthened and address imbalances caused by continuous fencing in an asymmetrical stance.

Then the athlete must use a cycle of lengthening and shortening of the muscles by using the ball of the foot in a fencing motion, because the resulting bouncing motion contains the Achilles tendon with elastic energy so that the athlete is always ready to move forward or backward, faster, and by reducing the amount of energy that comes out [7]. Lengthening and shortening cycle takes advantage of the properties of elastic tendon and reflexes spindle muscle, in which when the muscle is stretched, especially when stretched with fast, he without intentionally stimulated to contract and retracts with rapid. Landing using footballs as a working muscle will not overload the muscles, can support fast and explosive fencing movements and prevent injury to athletes.

II. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

A. Fencing

Fencing is a sport in which two people attempt to score points by making their weapon contact their opponent. There are individual and team competitions for the three different weapons [8]. The sport involves three skills: blade work, footwork, and tactics. Asymmetric motions and rapid change momentum are essential components in this discipline. The sport fencing requires athletes to perform a constant series of competitive match [1].

B. Lunge

The lunge is one of the most frequently used actions during the attack in fencing. This technical action is executed in an uninterrupted way with a temporal sequence that begins with the acceleration [9]. To score against their opponent, fencers must thrust their weapon quickly toward their opponent, which requires an explosive extension of the trailing leg to perform a forceful forward lunge. These quick ‘propulsion’ and ‘dodge’ offense/defence movements further expose fencers to impacts, explosive forces, power absorption, and shear forces of varying magnitude, asymmetrically distributed across the body [6].

The lunge movement in fencing includes 3 main successive steps through which the weapon should have a steady motion towards the opponent. First, the tip is put in line the armed hand is extended and sword is pointed to the target. Second, through a fast motion, immediately on having the arm extended, the front leg is kicked forward [1].

Range of motion of the knee and peak hip flexion range of the trailing leg and hip flexion range of the leading leg were identified as significant predictors of lunge performance, allowing fencers to assume a low on-guard position and adjust movement of the leading leg in lunge to. [1]. Lunge is done continuously throughout the game, so this lunge movement must be done quickly and precisely. These quick and precise movements are charged with more heel to the lunge.

C. Injury

Moving forward, they have to lift the front of the foot, thereby shifting body weight to the front foot. Then the opponent can lunge and attack, which will be very challenging for fencers who come in direct heel contact, because they cannot back down since their weight will be centered on the back foot. The bouncing fencer won't have a problem because they won't change the body into a certain leg [2]. Each sport has the possibility of injury, both sports that have body contact or not. Previous research has revealed that the lower extremity is the most frequent location for fencing injuries [8,10,11]. Acute and overload injuries are a problem for elite and nonelite fencers and higher injury rates were reported for national and international competitions [1,11]. In other research, a 1-year study of competitions in the Lombard region of Italy3 involving 1365 fencers noted only three injuries (forearm contusion, knee sprain, and aggravation of an existing metacarpal fracture) that resulted in athlete withdrawal from competition [12].

In a 5-year survey by the USFA [12], 184 cases of time-loss injuries were recorded for 610 exposures with an overall 30.0% of injury rate. Approximately 52% of all reportable injuries were first or second-degree strains and sprains. Lower limb is most susceptible to injuries. The injury rates were 19.6%, 15.2%, and 13.0% respectively for the knee, thigh, and ankle. These injuries also carry a high risk of chronic morbidity, predominantly achillodynia and patellofemoral pain [13,14]. The possibility of injury to a fencing athlete is caused fencers' feet are repeatedly exposed to large transient impact shock, especially during sudden forward thrusts, increasing the risk of lower limb injuries. And this is compounded if the athlete performs with the wrong technique or imposition.

III. CONCLUSION

Recent research on modern fencing that demands a fast and explosive game cannot be supported by the technique of contact with the heel of the foot, because the burden that is received by the foot through wearing the heel of the foot can result in injury to the athlete. The opportunity for injury in the lower body in fencing athletes due to continuous attacks is also quite large, if coupled with the wrong movement patterns and burdens the muscles, the chances of fencing athletes getting injured are greater. Injuries that occur are usually found in the knee, gastrocnemius muscle sprain and hamstring etc. To reduce the impact of the injury, it is necessary to practice contact with footballs on attacking movements in fencing.
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